Abstract-Research has shown that many communications protocols exhibit multiple phases of behavior, performing a distinct function in each phase. A systematic method has been proposed by Chow, Gouda, and Lam for building multiphase protocols. By connecting several simpler protocols modeling the specific phases in a disciplined way, the newly constructed multiphase protocol enjoys the same correctness properties as the individual phases. The inherent modularity of the resultant protocol makes it easier to understand and analyze. However, the applicability of the existing method is subject to two rather stringent restrictions: the inability to handle message corruption or loss during phase transitions, and a rigid requirement on the selection of the points that connect different phases. This paper describes an improved method that either relaxes or eliminates the above restrictions. The construction of the Normal Response Mode of HDLC (Highlevel Data-Link Control) is presented to illustrate the use of this new method.
I. INTRODUCTION
WIDE-AND-CONQUER has always been one of the D most effective ways to solve complex problems. In the domain of communications protocols, Choi and Miller [ 11 proposed a general scheme for partitioning protocols as the means to deal with complexity that often hampers the design and analysis process. For special classes of protocols, specific techniques have been developed. For example, Chow, Gouda, and Lam [2] , [3] proposed a method for designing multiphase protocols-protocols that exhibit multiple phases of behavior, performing a distinct function in each phase. Another method [4] has been devised for building protocols that perform several functions simultaneously. More recently, a technique [5] has been developed for protocols that have the ability to perform several functions but are limited to execute one function at a time.
All these methods allow a large, complex protocol to be constructed as a composite of several simpler protocols that are much easier to design and analyze. Common to these techniques is a two-step building procedure: 1) Design a component protocol for each individual aspect (Le., a single function or a single phase) of the target protocol.
Manuscript received March 12, 1988; revised February 24, 1992. H.-A. Lin 2 ) Combine the component protocols into the target protoAn important advantage of this compositional approach is modularity, which makes a complex protocol easier to understand and validate. Combining the component protocols in a disciplined fashion assures that if each of them satisfies certain correctness properties, the composed protocol possesses the same properties.
This paper presents an extension to the existing method [2] , [3] for building multiphase protocols. One of the limitations of the former method is a rather stringent restriction on the validity of phases. Because of it, one has to assume that the messages transmitted immediately before a phase transition can never be damaged or lost. Consequently, the protocols built by this method must run in a noiseless environment or rely on other protocols for reliable transport. Another restriction is a rigid requirement on the selection of the points that connect different phases, further limiting the applicability of the method.
The method presented in this paper either minimizes or eliminates the above restrictions. It enables a multiphase protocol to deal with message corruption and loss, and provides a less restrictive way for phase connection. In the mean time, the new method maintains the advantages of the existing method in allowing a multiphase protocol to be constructed in an easy and modular way.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The existing method is reviewed in Section 11. The improved method and the correctness criteria for multiphase protocols are discussed in Section 111. Section IV presents the application of the new method to a simplified version of NRM (Normal Response Mode) of HDLC (High-level Data-Link Control). Section V provides some concluding remarks on some possible further extensions to the current work. col in a disciplined manner.
REVIEW OF THE EXISTING METHOD
This section reviews the existing method [2] , [3] for constructing multiphase protocols. A protocol is modeled as a pair of finite automata (FA). Each FA consists of a finite set of states and a set of transitions occurring upon symbols that represent exchange of messages. A symbol -g in one FA represents the action of transmitting a message g to the other FA. A symbol +g, on the other hand, expresses the reception of g. Because messages are exchanged, the finite automata in a protocol are also called communicating finite-state machines (CFSM's).
0018-9340/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE Pictorially, a CFSM can be depicted by a directed graph in which states are represented by nodes, and each transition is indicated by an arc x$ drawn from the node representing ,r to the node representing y. In discussing CFSM's, we shall call x and y the starting and terminal states, respectively, of the transition represented by x$, and say that this transition is incident from and incident to x and y, respectively. In each CFSM, one of the states is identified as the initial state, in which the CFSM starts. A state from which no transition is incident (Le., the state is not the starting state of any transition) is a final state.
An example protocol is given in Fig. 1 1) The message string x is not empty, and none of the transitions incident from w has the label +g, where g is the head (i.e., the first message to be received) of 2 .
2 ) The message string y is not empty, and none of the transitions incident from w has the label f g , where g is the head of y. [l] , [6] are also viewed by some as errors with respect to safety. However, the safety in this paper is restricted to unspecified receptions and deadlocks because these two types of behavior are more widely accepted as protocol design errors.
Given two protocols ( M I , N1) and (M2, Nz), a multiphase protocol is created by connecting them in the following sense: When the execution of ( M 1 , N l ) reaches some point of connection, this "leading phase" is terminated while (M2, N2), the "trailing phase," is activated. The most challenging task is to define appropriate connections to ensure that the product is safe.
In the existing state of the art, the connection method is quite simple. Let An example is given in Fig. 2 to illustrate this method for multiphase protocols. There are two final states in M I and N1, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , but only state 2 is selected for phase connection. By joining this state to the initial states in M2 and N2, we derive the multiphase protocol in Fig. 2(b) .
This method can be easily extended to use a multiphase protocol as a phase in a larger protocol. By repeating the connection procedure, one can build protocols with more than two phases.
Despite its simplicity, this construction method suffers from several significant limitations. First, it requires final states in Ml and N l . In building real multiphase protocols, we often 3) The matching final states must be both selected for phase connection. This is, if a final state v in M I is selected, then the corresponding final state in N1 must also be selected. In the same way, if a state w in N1 is selected, the corresponding state in M I must be selected.
In the next section, we will discuss a new method for building multiphase protocols that eliminates the need for final states. In the new technique, the CFSM's can actually "reactivate" the leading phase even after the trailing phase has been started. Through reactivations, the CFSM's are able to detect and correct errors that occur during the phase transition. The new technique also loosens the requirement on state pairing. Instead of enforcing the strict one-to-one relationship, the new method permits a more flexible way for pairing states for phase connection. We will demonstrate these relaxations in building the HDLC protocol in Section IV.
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A problem that must be dealt with in relaxing the aforementioned restrictions is the possibility that the CFSM's may take inconsistent courses of action-a phenomenon that we call collision. In this section, we first discuss the sources and ramifications of collisions in the context of multiphase protocols. Then a mechanism for resolving collisions based on phase prioritization is described and illustrated. Two conditions built-in that informal guarantee collision arguments. the resolution safety A rigorous of capability multiphase proof are for protocols discussed the sufficiency with through the of &@ these conditions is excluded from this section due to space in M is not designated for receiving g5, and no transition incident from state 1 in N is for receiving hl. This error is a consequence of the collision between activating the trailing phase and reactivating the leading phase.
Collisions that arise inside a phase may also cause errors in a multiphase protocol. We illustrate this problem in Fig. 4 . The multiphase protocol in Fig. 4(b) is built from two safe phases in Fig. 4(a) . When operating in the leading phase, the CFSM's M and N collide with each other by sending messages g2 and 91, respectively, at their initial states. Without the connection to the trailing phase, N will eventually receive g2 and be forced to move to state 2. On the other hand, M remains in state 2 when receiving 91. This collision is thus resolved in Overlooking the collision, N is no longer ready to receive g2. Similarly, after receiving 91, M cannot handle the incoming message hl while operating in the leading phase. This example shows that collisions that go unresolved within a phase may lead to erroneous behavior in a multiphase protocol.
favor of M . However, when the two phases are connected, the collision resolution mechanism in the leading phase loses ' In general, the CFSM that resumes the execution of the leading phase does not necessarily return to the initial state. We use the word "reactivation" to mean the re-entry of any state in the leading phase from any State in the trailing phase.
B. Resolving Collisions
In the following, we describe a scheme for resolving collisions in multiphase protocols. our approach is based on prioritizing the Constituent phases: When a Collision arises, the execution of the trailing phase is aborted. There is no special logic in giving the higher priority to the leading phase; however, this choice seems to work in most multiphase protocols.
Before discussing the scheme, we introduce some definitions helpful for the presentation as follows. When connecting two phases ( M 1 , N l ) path p in NZ before detecting the collision. These messages should be discarded by M . Because these messages can be received by M at w or any states on the sending path q inherited from M l , we add the receiving loops to these states to implement the process of discarding the messages in question.
C. Two Examples
Fig. 5 depicts the multiphase protocol obtained by applying the above collision resolution mechanism to the protocol in Fig. 3(b) . As before, state 5 in MI and state 4 in N1 are selected for connection. The following transitions (highlighted in Fig. 5 ) have been added: 1) In M , a receiving transition labeled +g5 is added from state 7 to state 1 according to Test 2. This is because M inherits from M I a receiving transition that is labeled +g5 and incident from the joint state 5.6 and to state 1.
2)
In N , a sending transition labeled -g5 is added from state 7 to state 1 according to Test 1. This is because N inherits from N1 a sending transition labeled -g5 and incident from the joint state 4.6 and to state 1. 3) Also in N , two receiving loops labeled +hl are added to states 1 and 3 according to Test 3, owing to the receiving edge labeled +hl that N inherits from N z , the sending path, starting from the joint state 4.6, that N inherits from N1, and the fact that states 1 and 3 are on this Fig . 6 shows the protocol results from the application of the resolution mechanism to the protocol in Fig. 4(b) . Two new transitions (highlighted in Fig. 6 
D. Safety Conditions of Multiphase Protocols
With collisions resolved, the safety of a multiphase protocol depends only on the selection of the states for phase connection. In the following, we discuss some sufficient conditions for safety in terms of statepairs.
A state pair of ( M , N ) is an ordered pair (v, w ) , where v is a state in MI and w is a state in N1. A requirement common to all sufficient conditions to be discussed is that each state pair Note that in the previous method by Chow et al., each state pair selected for phase connection must also satisfy the stability requirement. In addition, if (w,w) is such a pair, and M first reaches state w (or N first reaches w), then it is necessary for the other CFSM to reach the matching state. Also, each selected state must appear in exactly one exit state pair. These two additional restrictions are no longer needed in the new method for building multiphase protocols.
Having stability in exit state pairs is not enough, as illustrated by the counter example in Fig. 7(b) . Both state pairs (3, 3) and (4,3) are stable in the leading phase [ Fig. 7(a) In many real protocols, the trailing phase can be activated by only one of the CFSM's. In such cases, a less restrictive safety condition can be found.
Let C be a set of the stable state pairs in ( M 1 , N l ) . We 2) The exit state pairs in ( M I , N1) form a right closure, We argue the validity of SC 2 informally using the example in Fig. 7. Consider Fig. 7(b) again. Only N can activate the trailing phase, since state 5 is not the starting state of any sending transition in M2. However, the set of state pair {(3,3)} is not a left closure (as mentioned earlier in this section, the state pair (4,3) is also stable). The safety condition SC 2 is not satisfied. Now let the transitions incident from the joint states 3.5 and 3.4 be swapped as shown in Fig. 7(c) . The global state Under the normal conditions, the operation of NRM can be divided into three stages: link setup, data transfer, and disconnection. However, it will become apparent that NRM does not conform to the clean, "water-fall'' type of multiphase behavior as characterized in Section 11, and thus cannot be constructed using the previous method.
Due to the space limitation, we will consider only the fundamental features of NRM. Various failure recovery features (e.g., reset) and other peripheral functions (e.g., exchange of station identification) are excluded from the discussion; however, all these "extras" can be added without much difficulty.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. The protocols that model the link setupldisconnection and the data transfer phases are described in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively. The construction of NRM as a multiphase protocol is discussed in Section IV-C.
A. Link Setup and Disconnection
In N R M , a primary station and one or more secondary stations communicate in a point-to-point or multipoint configura- tion. Again, for brevity, only the point-to-point communication between a primary station and a secondary station will be considered.
The link setup/disconnection protocol (Pl, Sl) is shown in Fig. 8 , where F' l and SI model the primary and secondary stations, respectively.
The meaning of the messages exchanged in this phase are explained as follows:
S N R M denotes a "set NRM" command; it is transmitted from the primary station F'l to place the secondary station S in the NRM.
denotes an "unnumbered acknowledgment" response; it is used by Sl to acknowledge a link setup &e., S N R M ) or disconnection (Le., 
4).
Then a DISC will be retransmitted; this process of retransmission will be repeated until a correct U A is received. For simplicity, we have assumed that a timeout occurs only after a message has actually been lost or corrupted. In other words, only the nonpremature timeouts are considered.
The previous method, as described in Section 11, does not allow the protocol (Pl,Si) S l ) has been proved, via reachability analysis, to be safe [9] . Ten state pairs--(1,7), (2, 8) , (3, 9) , (6,7), (5,13), (6,9), (2,10), (4,7), (4,9), and (2,ll)-are found to be stable. The state pair (3,9) is selected as the exit state pair for connection to the data transfer phase. Note that {(3,9)} is a right closure.
B. Data Transfer
During the data transfer phase, the secondary station must receive explicit permission (i.e., poll) from the primary station before transmitting messages. After receiving a poll, the secondary may transmit one or more information frames to the primary station. After the last frame is transmitted, the secondary waits again for a new poll.
To simplify the model of the data transfer phase, we specify it in two parts: Two CFSM's that provide a general control flow of the primary station pd and the secondary station s d (Fig. 9) . Two tables that provide a more detailed description of transitions in Pd and Sd (Tables I and 11 In Pd, p is set to 1 when the poll-bit has been set in an outstanding (unacknowledged) information frame; otherwise, p is set to 0. In Sl, p is set to 1 when a poll has just arrived; after responding to the poll, p is set to 0.
In Pl, T is set to 1 only after a timeout (i.e., arrival of a virtual message T m ) and before a retransmission. In s d , this value is set to 1 only after the arrival of a corrupted/lost message and before the transmission of a T m .
For example, a state labeled
in Pd means that the next information frame to be sent Will carry the sequence number i , all the received information frames with sequence numbers up to j -1 have been acknowledged, and the next information frame to be received is expected to have sequence number m. No poll is outstanding and no timeout has occurred.
Each information frame is labeled by a sequence of 1 to 3 entities which have the following meanings: 
( V S ( i ) , V A ( j ) , V R ( m ) . p T )

V. CONCLUSION
We have presented an improved method for building multiphase communications protocols. Like the previous one [2] , [3] , the new method allows a multiphase protocol to be built as a composition of several component protocols modeling the individual phases. When these components are combined in a disciplined manner, the resultant multiphase protocol retains the correctness properties of the individual ones. In this way, the process of designing a multiphase protocol can be broken into processes of designing component protocols. The components are normally much easier to validate for correctness; consequently, the validation of the end protocol is simplified. The inherent modularity also makes the multiphase protocol easier to understand and modify. Furthermore, the compositional approach to protocol design advocated by these methods promote the reuse of existing protocols. Once a protocol has been designed and analyzed for correctness, its components can be reused in other protocols.
The proposed new method extends the previous one in an important dimension-the ability to handle message loss and corruption during phase transitions. In building the NRM of HDLC, we demonstrated the need for this ability. The new state of the art allows a less restrictive criterion on the selection of states for phase connection, further enhancing the applicability of the technique.
The current method can be extended in many different ways. For example, one extension which permits an even less restrictive sufficient condition for safety than the one in safety condition SC 2 has been discussed and applied to the ARM (Asynchronous Response Mode) of HDLC in a technical report [9]. The method may also be extended to handle failures of the communicating finite-state machines. The work that needs to be done to complete this extension includes the development of a special phase which models machine failures and the definition of the relationship between this "failure" phase and the other "normal" phases in the protocol. Finally, our method has been developed based on the model of CFSM that has its limitations, particularly in the area of expressiveness. It is desirable to extend the method to make it functional in other more powerful specification models.
